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The resistance of forests to extreme climatic events such as drought shapes their sensitivity to future extreme
events in space and time. To a large extent, the ability of trees to learn from prior droughts explains how trees
adjust their sensitivity to water deficit. We use tree-ring width data collected from 1565 juniper trees (Juniperus
prezwalskii and Juniperus tibetica) across 57 sites on the Tibetan Plateau to model tree resistance to water deficit
and to map drought sensitivity across the species’ distribution. We test the effect of both the frequency and
severity of drought on the drought memory of trees. We find that trees at mid-latitudes and in the northwestern
part of the juniper distribution range exhibit higher drought sensitivity. Water deficit is the main factor con
trolling tree resistance and thus affects spatial sensitivity to drought. At wetter sites, higher drought frequency
enhances tree adaptability through ecological memory, thereby promoting tree resistance and decreasing tree
sensitivity to extreme drought events. At drier sites, higher drought frequency causes junipers’ growth decline
that is not beneficial for tolerance to extreme drought events. Regional drought conditions and the frequency of
pre-droughts affect tree resistance and sensitivity to extreme drought events. This explains the spatial pattern of
drought risk for juniper forests on the Tibetan Plateau, and helps us to better understand the vulnerability of this
high-elevation forest ecosystem. Such information is important for maintaining forest health and informing the
sustainable development of the Tibetan Plateau under a changing climate.

1. Introduction
Increasing frequency and severity of extreme drought events due to
global warming have already caused massive forest decline and dieback
around the world (Breshears et al., 2005, Allen et al., 2015, Brienen
et al., 2015, Choat et al., 2018, Crockett and Westerling, 2018) and the
contribution of droughts to forest decline is stronger than some warming
induced secondary disaster such as insect outbreaks (Chen et al., 2018).
This alarming situation has resulted in an increasing number of studies
focused on the ability of trees to withstand extreme drought events
(Cavin and Jump, 2017, Gazol et al., 2018, DeSoto et al., 2020), based
on their resistance and resilience to these events (Holling, 1973).
However, resilience is a complex framework, and a unified theoretical
definition of processes in resilience is lacking because several essential
questions remain unanswered. Among them, two key questions were
identified by Willis et al. (2018): (i) Where are the most resilient eco
systems and (ii) what attributes make ecosystems to have high

resilience? Indeed, identifying the spatial variability in forest resilience
is crucial to answer these questions and ecologically fragile hotspots lie
at the heart of the forest management (Allen et al., 2016, Schwalm et al.,
2017). With extreme drought events expected to increase in both fre
quency and severity, these questions become more challenging as one
considers the effects of ecological memory on extreme droughts
(Blonder et al., 2017, Camarero et al., 2018). These memory effects,
based on stored information from recurrent non-lethal abiotic stimuli,
would alter the tree sensitivity to disturbance in the form of physio
logical adaptations or stresses that can shape ecological resilience to
future disturbance (Peltier and Ogle, 2019, Galviz et al., 2020).
Our understanding of trees resilience to drought can be assessed
through both temporal and spatial gradients. Tree-ring width is a com
mon indicator of climate responses at tree level as this metric integrates
most physiological processes related to resource acquisition and use.
This is an effective indicator of ecological resilience because ring widths
provide record of radial growth of trees in the past disturbances (Zhang
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and Fang, 2020). Based on ring-width sequences, the main components
of tree resilience can be quantified (Lloret et al., 2011). This quantifi
cation has been recently applied to study resilience on large spatial
scales, which shows differences across biomes and species (Gazol et al.,
2017, Vitasse et al., 2019). Despite this, spatial patterns have not yet
been explained, which limits the scalability of current understanding of
forest disturbance regimes in responses to climate change.
The Tibetan Plateau (TP), the highest plateau in the world, is known
as “the third pole” and “the water tower of Asia” because it modulates
atmospheric circulation and provides water to the surrounding regions.
In the last five decades, temperature on the TP has increased at
approximately three times the global mean warming rate (Qiu, 2008).
Significant warming and changes in regional water conditions are
currently threatening forest sustainability on the TP. Forest declines due
to the increasing frequency of extreme drought have been already
observed at the Qinghai-Tibet border (Mou et al., 2019), which attracted
our attention on forest health under the currently warming condition.
Junipers are drought-resistant tree species known on the plateau. Pre
vious studies about juniper resilience to drought on the TP showed that
drought resistance and recovery varied over time and space (Fang and
Zhang, 2019). Although the temporal changes were well understood in
regards to climatic fluctuations, the reason for the spatial variation in
drought sensitivity was relatively poorly investigated. The goal of this
study is to map the spatial pattern of tree’s sensitivity to drought on the
TP and to identify the impact of antecedent drought conditions on the
spatial pattern. We hypothesize that tree sensitivity to drought depends
on the frequency and severity of the droughts that the tree has experi
enced in the past, leading to physiological adjustments. Ecological
drought memory should then be related to previous background climatic
conditions and therefore result in a specific spatial variability of drought
vulnerability on the TP.
To test this hypothesis, we used tree-ring width series from a large
network of 1565 juniper trees from 57 forest sites encompassing wide
geographical and climatic gradients across the TP. We identified the
spatial distribution of tree sensitivity to drought since the year 1950, and
explore the sensitivity response to pre-drought conditions. Specifically,
we aim to answer the following three questions: (1) What is the spatial
pattern of juniper’s sensitivity to drought on the TP? (2) Is this spatial
pattern linked to past drought frequency and severity? (3) How does
ecological memory affect tree’s sensitivity to drought?

width were then cross-dated using standard dendrochronological tech
niques (Schweingruber, 1988) and the quality of the cross-dated series
was checked using the COFECHA program (Holmes, 1983). We removed
the low frequency trend of each tree-ring sequence by applying a
smoothing spline of 50% frequency cut off at half the length of the series
(Cook et al., 1990). We then developed standard chronologies for each
of the 57 sites using the R package “dplR” (Bunn, 2008) and the biweight
robust mean of the detrended tree-ring indices.
2.2. Climate data and drought background indices
Monthly temperature, precipitation, and Palmer Drought Severity
Index (PDSI) data were obtained from the CRU gridded dataset (Climatic
Research Unit: http://climexp.knmi.nl) at a geographical resolution of
0.5◦ . Data from the nearest grid point were used for each sampling site.
Monthly potential evapotranspiration based on local elevation and
mean monthly temperature was computed using Thornthwaite’s
approach (Thornthwaite, 1948) with the R package “SPEI” (VicenteSerrano et al., 2010). Then, the monthly climatic water balance was
computed as the difference between the monthly total precipitation and
potential evapotranspiration.
Drought frequency (DrF) was determined using the PDSI from May to
June. We counted the number of severe droughts (PDSI < -2) and
extreme droughts (PDSI < -3) from the year 1950 to 2015 as drought
background frequency. Local drought severity (DrS) was quantified ac
cording to the mean May-June water balance from the year 1950 to
2015 at each site, where positive and negative mean values indicate
wetter and drier sites, respectively.
2.3. Indices of tree resistance and sensitivity
The valid ring widths of 1565 juniper trees were used to calculate the
indices of resistance and sensitivity. Resistance of each individual tree to
potential drought events was calculated following the methodology
provided in Lloret et al. (2011) and using a pre-period of four years
before studied year, as follows:
Resistance = Ring widtht /Ring widtht - 4 ,
where Ring widtht is the ring width in the corresponding year t and Ring
widtht-4 is the averaged ring width for the four years preceding the year
t. We calculated the resistance of each individual tree in each year
during the available period and then averaged per site. Site-averaged
resistance indices in years with site ring-width standard chronology
values higher than one were removed to reduce the impact of similar
trends after growth release.
We examined the correlation between site-averaged tree resistance
to drought and water balance from May to June as a proxy for tree
sensitivity to drought events (SI). Correlation was determined using
Pearson’s correlation since the year 1950.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Study sites and tree-ring sampling
The study sites are distributed over the eastern and southeastern
parts of the TP. Juniperus prezwalskii and Juniperus tibetica are the two
main species, and occur mostly in pure forests or forests with relatively
simple structures between 2800 and 4900 m a.s.l. The study area is
minimally affected by interspecific interactions and human influences,
but is strongly affected by the south Asian monsoon and the westerly
wind belt (Gao et al., 2019a,b). The southeastern part of the area re
ceives as much as 2158 mm of precipitation annually, whereas the
northern part receives as little as 78 mm. The main precipitation season
occurs from May to September. Due to the high elevation, temperatures
remain very low throughout the year. Annual mean temperatures across
the study sites range from − 4.4 ◦ C to 7.5 ◦ C; January is the coldest
month and July is the warmest with regional mean temperatures − 11.2
◦
C and 9.3 ◦ C, respectively.
We collected 1769 cores from 1719 trees at 57 sites on the TP
(Supplementary Table 1). Ring-width data of 1317 trees at 44 sites were
already reported in previous studies (Zhang et al., 2015, Fang et al.,
2018, Fang and Zhang, 2019, Lyu et al., 2019, Mu et al., 2021). These
tree-ring samples were processed following classical dendrochronolog
ical methods (Fritts, 1976). We measured tree-ring widths at a resolution
of 0.01 mm using a LINTAB 6 system (Rinntech, Germany). Tree-ring

2.4. Statistical analyses and spatial interpolation
An exponential function and a binomial distribution function were,
respectively, used to simulate the changing resistance indices with water
balance and the variation of SI along latitude. The statistically signifi
cant test was based on Fisher’s test. Spatial interpolation of SI was
carried out by the Thiessen polygon method in ArcGIS 10.6 software.
To detect the relationship between SI and drought memory (DrF and
DrS), linear regression analysis was conducted between SI of each site
and either DrF or DrS of previous droughts. All statistical analyses were
performed in R software (version 4.0.0).
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3. Results

display less resistance to stresses; and form mixed forests with higher
functional diversity in the wet regions, which may display higher
resistance. This assumption aligns with those of other studies showing
that forest resistance decreases with decreasing forest diversity (Pimm,
1984; Gazol and Camarero, 2016). Resistance to extreme drought events
has been shown to be higher in diverse forests because of interspecific
and intraspecific interactions that alleviate the effects of drought
(Jucker et al., 2014, Jactel et al., 2017). An equilibrium among plants
can effectively improve the utilization of resources; thus, forests with
more functional diversity usually show higher resistance and lower
sensitivity to extreme climatic events (Gazol and Camarero, 2016,
Versace et al., 2020). Similar examples can be found in the literature. For
instance, Pretzsch et al. (2013) reported that Fagus sylvatica in Germany
is more resistant to extreme drought events in mixed beech-oak stands
than in pure stands. Lebourgeois et al. (2013) found higher resistance to
summer drought in Abies alba growing in mixed stands than in pure
stands in the Vosges Mountains, western Europe.
Along a latitudinal gradient, we found drought sensitivity to be
highest in the mid-latitudes rather than at the latitudinal edges of the
forest distribution and trees in the border zone of Yushu and Changdu
prefectures showed highest sensitivity to drought (Fig. 1). This persis
tent pattern reveals variation in the ecological risk of forest health and
suggests a regulatory role of local attributes for forest vulnerability. But
further research needs to be conducted to explain the pattern. A similar
latitudinal pattern was reported regarding the drought sensitivity and
resistance of Fagus sylvatica in Europe (Cavin and Jump, 2017). In their
study, Cavin and Jump showed that F. sylvatica exhibits the highest
drought sensitivity in the core of the species distribution. They sug
gested that local environmental conditions and the responses of indi
vidual trees to extremes could be responsible for the spatial pattern.
Moreover, plasticity in junipers’ xylogenesis pattern could enhance their
adaptation to variable climatic conditions (Camarero et al., 2010),
which may also shape their drought sensitivity patterns. Despite the
different climatic responses of tree growth, our results support the view
that drought sensitivity is driven by local water availability and climatic
conditions.
Given the spatial pattern of tree resistance to drought, we recom
mend paying close attention to the health of juniper trees in forests of
dry-condition in the northwest TP and forests with relatively simple
structure.

3.1. Impact of May-June drought on tree resistance
We built tree-ring width chronologies for juniper trees at 57 sites
across the TP. The mean length of the ring-width chronologies was 590
years. Extreme values across the ring-width indices were consistent over
the last two centuries (Supp Fig. 1).
Tree-ring width chronologies at 52 sites correlated positively with
PDSI from May to June and these correlations were significant for 37
sites (P < 0.05) (Supp Fig. 2).
Across all study years and chronologies, tree resistance indices
decrease rapidly with declining climatic water balance from May to June
when water deficit happens (water balance is below zero) (Supp Fig. 3).
3.2. Spatial pattern of tree sensitivity to drought on the Tibetan Plateau
We found higher tree sensitivity (SI) to drought in the northwestern
and center region of the juniper forest distribution. There is a significant
binomial distribution for SI across latitudes with a max SI between 32
and 36◦ N (Fig. 2).
3.3. Impact of past drought severity and frequency on tree sensitivity
SI is related to a tree’s memory of previous-year drought severity and
frequency. The mean DrS was found to be negative for 22 out of 57
sampling sites. We found a significant negative linear relationship (P <
0.01) between SI and DrS, i.e. trees were less resistant to drought in sites
where drought severity was higher in the past (Fig. 3).
At wetter sites (DrS > 0), there is a significant negative linear rela
tionship between SI and DrF. Higher drought frequency could result in
lower sensitivity to drought (Fig. 4a). Interestingly, at drier sites (DrS <
0), the relationship between SI and DrF is reversed. In other words,
higher drought frequency at drier sites led to higher drought sensitivity
(Fig. 4b).
4. Discussion
Tree sensitivity to drought, characterized as the correlation rela
tionship between tree resistance and water deficit over long periods,
shows a clear spatial pattern across the TP and could be the result of a
legacy effect of anterior droughts. On one hand, forests in high droughtseverity areas were found to be more sensitive to drought and may
therefore decline in response to future extreme drought events. On the
other hand, drought frequency affected tree sensitivity differently in wet
and dry regions. That is, in more humid regions, populations that
experienced more frequent droughts coped better with additional
droughts, but in drier regions, frequent droughts caused adverse effects.

4.2. Effect of ecological drought memory on tree sensitivity
Juniper trees show higher sensitivity to drought in drier regions,
which is consistent with earlier studies that show a higher risk of
extreme drought events at sites with generally drier conditions (Jump
et al., 2006, Camarero et al., 2018, Camarero et al., 2020, Piraino, 2020,
Sánchez-Salguero and Camarero, 2020). Similarly, Camarero et al.
(2011) found that Abies alba declined more severely throughout the
western Spanish Pyrenees, a region subject to higher water deficit dur
ing the late growing season, than in the eastern Pyrenees. Long-term
drought stress and water deficit were considered key factors control
ling declines in tree growth. Gazol et al. (2015) further analyzed the
growth response of A. alba across Europe and confirmed a forest decline
in southwestern populations, the growth of which is strongly limited by
precipitation. Gazol et al. (2018, 2020) found more resistance in wet
regions dominated by hardwood species and more resilience in dry re
gions dominated by conifers. On the TP, moisture conditions decrease
from southeast to northwest as a result of topography and climate. A
similar spatial pattern was found regarding the sensitivity of juniper to
water deficit: junipers in northwestern TP are more sensitive to water
deficit. The Himalayas, which are mostly influenced by the South Asian
monsoon, have more abundant precipitation, and trees there exhibit
lower sensitivity to drought.
The frequency of past droughts has been shown to have different
impacts on populations with different local moisture conditions. We

4.1. Spatial sensitivity of juniper to drought
We evaluated drought sensitivity for each of the 57 populations of
juniper trees based on the correlation coefficients between resistance
indices and water balance from May to June. The spatial pattern of tree’s
sensitivity to drought is roughly consistent with the regional water
conditions and reveals ecologically vulnerable areas where juniper for
ests may suffer more under future droughts.
Junipers are long-lived trees that exhibit high resistance and
adaptability to extreme climates and environments (Shao et al., 2009,
Fang et al., 2020). Growth of juniper trees has been reported signifi
cantly positively correlated with moisture conditions during the
growing seasons on the TP, even along the Northern Hemisphere’s
highest tree line (Zhang et al., 2015, Yin et al., 2016, He et al., 2018, Lyu
et al., 2019). The composition and diversity of juniper forests over the
TP is highly influenced by local moisture conditions. Juniper trees form
almost pure forests in the northwest dry region of the TP, which may
3
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Fig. 1. Spatial variability of the ring-width sensitivity (SI) of juniper to water deficit on the Tibetan Plateau. The black circles indicate the SI at each sampling site and
the size of the circles represent the degree of SI. The coloured spatial interpolation surface represents the spatial interpolation of SI and is computed using the Natural
Neighbor spatial interpolation method in ArcGIS software. The red colour indicates the highest sensitivity of growth to drought and the blue colour the lowest one.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Juniper sensitivity indices (SI) to water deficit for each site across
latitude. Each point represents the SI value at a site corresponding to a certain
latitude. The curve shows the binomial regression of tree sensitivity indices.

Fig. 3. Juniper sensitivity indices (SI) in relation to drought severity (DrS)
represented by mean May-June water balance from the year 1950 to 2015. The
straight line represents a linear regression.

found that, in more humid regions of the TP, frequent droughts increase
tree’s drought tolerance, thus promote forest resistance. Ecological
drought memory improves the ability of trees to adapt to future drought
stress, in line with some other studies elsewhere in the world. Ciemer
et al. (2019) found higher forest resilience in regions of the Amazon with
higher rainfall variability. Frequent alternation between drought and
rainfall would exert a ‘training effect’ on trees, resulting in increased
resistance and lower drought sensitivity. This ‘training effect’ would
change the morphological and physiological traits in juniper trees,

which in turn have important impact on tree’s responsiveness to climatic
change (Zweifel et al., 2020). In a long-term field experiment, Backhaus
et al. (2014) showed that plant resistance to extreme drought stress
increased when plants were exposed to frequent mild drought events.
One possible mechanistic explanation is that plants change structures
and accumulate signaling proteins during drought stress. As a result,
they develop higher resistance to subsequent recurrent drought events
(Bruce et al., 2007, Ramírez-Valiente and Cavender-Bares, 2017, Hilker
and Schmülling, 2019). Therefore, tree experience of drought within a
4
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Fig. 4. Juniper sensitivity indices (SI) to water deficit at wetter sites (a) and drier sites (b) is subject to different drought frequencies (DrF). The dots represent
sensitivity indices in “severe-drought” (black dots) and “drought” (blue dots) years, which are defined as years in which the mean PDSI in May and June is below -3
and -2, respectively. Red lines represent linear regression. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

certain range produces stress memory, which appears to reduce sensi
tivity to extreme drought events.
However, contrary to results obtained in wetter regions, we found
that frequent drought leads to higher tree sensitivity and does not result
in increased forest resistance in drier regions. Trees located in drier re
gions have already suffered from long-term drought; more frequent
droughts would cause physiological damage, especially for juniper, an
anisohydric species that can maintain stomatal conductance during
conditions of water deficit (Wei et al., 2019, Fang et al., 2020).
Continuous water deficit in long-term drought conditions would further
increase the tension in the xylem possibly leading to embolisms and
hydraulic failure (Hartmann, 2011). In this case, trees would run slowly
out of reserves, which reduces their ability to survive another drought.

5. Conclusion
Our study reveals a spatial pattern in the sensitivity of juniper forests
to drought across the TP. This pattern is strongly influenced by the
frequency and severity of past droughts, which therefore implies the
effect of ecological memory on the current growth response. On the one
hand, trees at drier sites, where past drought frequency and severity
were higher, are more sensitive to drought. On the other hand, at more
humid sites, frequent droughts increased tree’s tolerance to drought.
Forest at wetter sites would grow better given their higher resistance to
drought, while an inverse case would occur at drier sites. This may result
in a shift in ecosystem over broad spatial scale on the TP. This study may
allow for a better prediction of forest health risk over the TP and provide
directions for spatially targeted forest management according to
different moisture conditions in a changing climate.
Data accessibility statement
The information of tree-ring data is available in the Supporting In
formation for this article. All metrological data used for this study can be
accessed via http://climexp.knmi.nl.

4.3. Forest sustainability on the Tibetan Plateau under global warming
Increasing temperature and precipitation have been reported over
the TP during the last century (Li et al., 2010, Deji et al., 2017). Local
meteorological stations also recorded significantly increasing tempera
ture over the TP and increasing precipitation in central TP and
decreasing precipitation in the southern Himalayas from 1979 to 2018.
Current global warming was predicted to have increasing impacts on
forest ecosystems on the TP.
In most regions, increased precipitation would reduce the sensitivity
of juniper to extreme drought events. It is therefore likely that juniper
forests on the TP will benefit from increasing precipitation and allevi
ation of drought stress. Indeed, increasing resilience was reported in
recent decades on the TP (Fang and Zhang, 2019), which may promote
forest health and lead to a greening trend (Zhu et al., 2016, Lamsal et al.,
2017).
On the southern TP, tree resistance could benefit from more water
supply induced by climate change. Glaciers on the TP have experienced
serious mass loss over the last five decades, especially on the south
eastern TP (Gao et al., 2019a,b, Yao et al., 2019). Thousands of morainedammed glacial lakes have formed since the 1980s (Veh et al., 2019). It
is possible that trees at high-elevation sites benefit from the surplus of
soil moisture. But changes in the moisture balance as glaciers retreat also
introduce considerable uncertainty with regard to forest resilience to
drought.
Forest sensitivity to drought is highly dependent on hydrological
dynamics. Therefore, we emphasize the important of effective hydro
logical monitoring and management on the high-elevational TP, which
will help us evaluate and predict forest health under global warming.
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